
The Structure of 
Popular Science 

Stories



What is news? 

Oxford English Dictionary

Noun 1 newly received or noteworthy information 

about recent events.

Wikipedia

News is any new information or information on 

current events which is presented by print, 

broadcast, Internet, or word of mouth to a third 

party or mass audience.



How science news stories spread



Science press release

1. Nocebo 13

2. Neandertal and Archaic Human Genomes 7

3. Microbes and soil 5

4. Honey and neonicotinoid pesticides 5

5. Environmental differences 0

6. Fermion lattice clock 0

7. Neutrophyls and wounds 0







The Inverted Pyramid

Who, why, what, where, when



Examples of science news 



Who, why, what, where, 

when exercise



Backplotting



Backplotting



Backplotting exercise



Press releases

• Similar to news stories in structure

• Include a news peg

• Highlight your message

• Modify the content for specific audiences
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Images and video from the LIGO press website



Press releases

• Similar to news stories in structure

• Include a news peg

• Highlight your message

• Modify the content for specific audiences

• Include pictures, video and other content 

when possible

• Provide background details about institutes 

and organisations

• Use quotes from experts



https://www.google.de/search?q=This+is+just+the+beginning+of+observations+with+the+network+enabled+by+Virgo+and+LIGO+working+together&oq=This+is+just+the+beginning+of+observations+with+the+network+enabled+by+Virgo+and+LIGO+working+together&aqs=chrome..69i57.1251j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.de/search?q=This+is+just+the+beginning+of+observations+with+the+network+enabled+by+Virgo+and+LIGO+working+together&oq=This+is+just+the+beginning+of+observations+with+the+network+enabled+by+Virgo+and+LIGO+working+together&aqs=chrome..69i57.1251j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


Press releases

• Similar to news stories in structure

• Include a news peg

• Highlight your message

• Modify the content for specific audiences

• Include pictures, video and other content 

when possible

• Provide background details about institutes 

and organisations

• Use quotes from experts

• Provide contact details for relevant individuals



Feature articles













Billboard exercise



Paragraphs



It was only after Einstein’s death

that gravitational waves became

widely accepted. Experimentalists

duly built detectors, initially large

suspended cylinders that might

be nudged by a passing wave. In

the late 1960s, US physicist 

Joseph

Weber was the first to claim a

sighting. More than a dozen such 
claims followed, but none stood
up to scrutiny.

Paragraphs as microstories



The structure of features

Intro

Billboard

Backplot

Microstories

Ending



Opinion, Commentary 

and Book Reviews



Nature, this week



6th paragraph: takes a stand and acts

as the billboard or “nutgraph”

“Fifty years on, the Outer Space Treaty and its spin-offs 

are still appropriate. But interpretations of its provisions 

are, more than ever, being influenced by commercial 

interests and politics. Supplementary rules and norms are 

needed. In an era in which international cooperation on 

treaties is tenuous, informal agreements and resolutions 

must guide space-faring actors, protect the environment 

and prevent wars.”





2nd-3rd paragraphs take a stand

“Something Obama could also have mentioned was buying worming 

tablets and other remedies for tropical diseases.

This is no joke. Intestinal worms have traditionally been a huge drain on 

humanity, causing weakness and debilitation and perpetuating poverty. 

Nowadays such parasites are mainly a problem in Africa and Asia. But 

millions of the poorest people in the US also have worms – and they 

perpetuate poverty there, too.”





The “stand” comes right up front

“If you believe the optimists, self-driving cars will 

dominate our roads within a couple decades. This will 

reduce or even eliminate such human-created ills as traffic 

jams and fatal accidents.

I'm not so sure.”
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An effective opinion or commentary 
article should:

- express an opinion!

- back it up with arguments and evidence

- acknowledge counterarguments and                                  
uncertainties

- touch on a topic that matters to readers



Book Reviews –

another avenue for opinion



Writing tips:

• Map out story structure
• Keep sentences active



Active v passive sentences

Astronomers have detected gravitational waves

Or 

Gravitational waves have been detected by 

astronomers

Or

Gravitational waves have been detected



Writing tips:
• Map out story structure
• Keep sentences active
• Use topic sentences
• Avoid jargon
• Include people’s expertise 

when quoting them
• Edit your work


